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ABSTRACT 

 
Post Si validation is one of the most important and crucial step in the PRQ of the product into the market. 

As, in this era, there are a lot of IPs or peripherals are present on the SoC and also contains complex 

circuitry on in the chip. Major chunk of the silicon chip constitutes analog and digital circuits which 

contains high speed input output link interface called PCIe and other parallel links for example DDR. 

Validation of this link interface IPs are very hard to validate as the observability of the signals are very 

less in the post Si domain. 

This thesis proposes functional validation of high speed serial links such as PCIe to improve the 

quality and Performance of the IP in the SoC with the help of correct debug tools. And, also describes the 

systematic approach to validate the IP in a correct way and to meet the market timing constraints 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
A System of Chip (SoC) involves various kinds of IPs or integrated circuits which contains different 

memory controllers (SRAM, ROM, etc.) and other peripherals. It also contains various digital, analog and 

mixed signal circuitry which are responsible for intended functionality of the SOC. 

The major advantage of using the SOC is that size of whole circuitry become small and also consumes less 

power. 

The Basic architecture of Intel SoC contains a microprocessor and other supporting Intellectual property 

that enables a building block for variety of computing system. Intel architecture consists of important parts: 

a microprocessor chip and the companion chip which also known as Platform Control Hub. The 

microprocessor chip and the companion chip are connected via interface called DMI. 

 

 

Figure 1: Intel SoC Architecture 
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The high speed I/O interface used in the Intel architecture is PCIe interface. The Number of PCIe lanes 

depends upon the type of processor used. The maximum common width of PCIe lane is 16 as it is supported 

by PCIe graphics card. 

The PCIe uses differential signals as DMI uses. PCIe supports highest data rates up to Gen5 Speed 

nowadays. 

Post silicon validation is the last step in semiconductor chip industry before launching the product into the 

market. Functional Validation (FV) is one of the most important part of post silicon validation. The goal of 

this step is to validate the functionality of the silicon chip with respect to the specification provided for the 

exact SoC (System on Chip) design. Thus making sure that the product is functional well by considering 

end user case scenario. This will make a product successful in the market. 

Post-Silicon validation of a SoC comprises of various types of validation, which includes system validation 

(SV), functional validation (FV), and electrical validation (EV) and so on. Different category of validation 

focus on different parameters and execute in parallel. Ultimately, post-silicon validation aims to qualify a 

product over all process corners as well as operating conditions. At the end of post-silicon validation, a 

Product Release Qualification (PRQ) decision is made according to the risk assessment of how many 

systems fail according to the specifications. In a product’s life cycle, the PRQ decision is an important 

milestone after which the product is released into the market. 

The aim of Post Silicon Validation is to guarantee that the silicon chip works properly under real operating 

environment while executing real software, identify and correct the faults and errors that may have 

untouched due to the capability of Pre silicon Validation. Validation (Post Silicon) is a method in which 

the chip is made to undergo end user case scenario/tests for all accuracy and correctness with respect to its 

function in an experimental lab environment. This is done through using the actual silicon chip which is 

put together on a reference validation platform along with all other hardware which are part of the system 

for which, the chip has designed for. 

Validation has become the major challenging task for companies validating IP and SoC products to meet 

the customer requirements. The complexity of modern SoC creates an enormous validation challenge which 

can only be met through the application of advanced validation techniques and optimal reuse. It is pointed 

out that post silicon validation stage is one of the important task or the level for a product before it comes 

out in the market because there are so many bugs which remain un addressed during the pre-silicon 

verification which can create huge problem to the end user. 
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1.1. Major Steps in Post Silicon Validation 

 
There are 4 major steps: 

 
1. Reproducing the problem by executing various test cases and also by using real time end user application 

 
Example: booting to OS, running games or any other heavy application, until the system failure reproduce 

(example: system hung, crash or any other machine error). 

2. Identifying the reason/issue that cause a system failure. 

 
Example: an application/system flow got break/crash might be due to any IP present on the SoC. 

 
3. Addressing the root cause of the failure. 

 
Example: Isolating the issue into a single reason. 

 
4. Fixing of the issue/failure using various techniques like by providing different patches like BIOS, or 

firmware update. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Validation loop 

 

 

Each of these four phases poses significant challenges like reduce time to validate and improve robustness, 

improve the throughput, reduce time to debug. 

To reduce the time of validation in post silicon can be done by structuring your strategy in an organized 

way can help you and in return you can deploy your product in to the market on time and quickly. 

Hence, above mention above steps can help to achieve your goals easily. 

Fixing the 

bug 
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1.2. Need of Post Silicon Validation 

 
1. To deploy product into the market we can trust fully on the pre-si verification as there are lot of bugs 

which get un addressed in this domain. As, in pre-si is done various software/emulators which are way 

slower than a real silicon chip. Pre- si can give advantage in verifying individual logic of the chip but it 

reaches its limitation in terms of verifying full chip models. Hence, lots of issues get detected in post-si 

rather than the pre-si. 

2. As the technology is increasing day by day therefore the complexity of the SoC is also increasing. Hence, 

the handshake between various components of design and electrical block of the system is become 

important, e.g., process variation, signal health (noise and cross talk) and thermal effects. Such handshake 

can lead to system malfunctioning/or not functioning properly and these bugs are considered as electrical 

bugs. Hence, handling of these errors become very difficult in the pre silicon verification. 

3. Despite of manufacture defect, post-si errors may be reproduce by the repeatedly handshaking of the 

various IPs presents on the SoC with platform parameters which can result into logical errors or malfunction 

of the SoC. To create an error handling mechanism for these bugs become very difficult. 

 

Fig 3: comparison between the domain 
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2. OVERVIEW OF PCIE 

 
2.1. Introduction 

 
PCIe stands for Peripheral Component Interconnect Express. This IP is used for attaching peripheral devices 

such as (SSD, GFx Card, Memory Controllers, etc.) onto a computer motherboard. These are the hard wired 

links which are embedded onto a SoC platform. This can be also used as addressing mechanism that 

discovers and configures devices into a system. PCIe is a high performance, input output interconnect for 

the peripherals in computing and communication platforms. 

It is a serial point to pint interconnect between two devices. PCIe Slot comes in two configurations i.e., M.2 

and CEM slot. 

 

Fig 4: M.2 and CEM Slots 

 
PCIe implements packet based protocol for information transfer. This IP also give scalable performance 

based on number of signal lanes implemented on the PCIe interconnect. 

 

Fig 5: PCIe Gen Speed depending upon Lanes 

 
The above fig demonstrates the PCIe gen speed upon the number lanes implemented upon the system/SoC. 
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2.2. PCIe: Topology 

 
PCIe is a set of wires which can contain up to 32 PCIe devices and each device can have 8 functions. PCIe 

topology is an upside down tree model. Every device sits on a bus and these devices can have one or two 

functions and each function is a standalone function. Every function is independent instantiation of a PCIe 

device. PCIe can support 256 buses, 32 devices and 8 function. 

 

 
 

Fig 6: PCIe Tree Topology 
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2.3. PCIe: Layered Architecture 

 
PCI Express has been implemented as a layered architecture. This layered architecture has been broken into 

3 layers i.e., Transaction layer, Data Link Layer, Physical layer. Physical layer has been divided into 2 

blocks: Logical and Electrical. 

 

Fig 7: Layered Architecture 

 

Software Layer 

 
This layer is responsible for instantiating various different types of transaction such as Posted and Non 

posted transaction to the devices which are connected on the PCIe link. PCI Express maintains backward 

compatibility with PCI. This layer generates the address mechanism which helps to discover the devices 

which are connected onto the system. 

Types of Transaction generated by the layer: 

 
o Non Posted: These are the transaction where the requester expects to receive a completion TLP 

(Transaction Layer Packet) from the device completing the request. 

o Posted: Transaction where the requester does not expect to and will not receive a completion TLP. 
 
 

Fig 8: Types of Transaction 
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Transaction Layer 

 
This layer begins the process of building the transaction as a Packet which has to be send from one device 

to another. Types of transaction this layer request such as: 

 Memory Read(MRd) or Memory Write (MRw): used to transfer data from or to a memory mapped 

location. 

 I/O Read (IORd) or I/O Write (IOWr): used to transfer data from or to an I/O location. These 

transactions are restricted to support legacy end point device. 

 Configuration Read (CfgRd) or Configuration Write (CfgWr): used to discover device capabilities, 

program features and check status in the 4KB PCI express configuration space. 

This layer is responsible for TLP creation on transmit side and TLP decoding on receiver side. This layer 

is responsible for Quality of service, Flow control, Transaction Ordering. 

 

Fig 9: Transaction layer and TLP Assembly 
 

Fig10: TLP field 
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Date Link Layer 

 
This Layer is responsible for reliable conveying the TLPs to the Physical layer. This layer appends 

transaction layer packet sequence number and error detection cyclic redundancy codes (CRCs) to the data 

packets to maintain the data integrity between the chip set and the I/O controller. 

This layer is responsible for DLLP creation on transmit side and DLLP decoding on receiver side. This 

layer is responsible for link error detection and correction and for ack/nak protocol. 

 

Fig 11: DLLP 

This layer supports the link data integrity using ACK/NAK support and it also support low level power 
management. 

 

 

Physical Layer 

 
Implements the dual simplex PCI Express channels. The physical layer sits at the bottom of the interface 

between external physical link and data link layer. It converts the outbound packets into a serialized bit 

stream that is clocked onto all the lanes of the link. This layer also recovers all the bit stream from all the 

lanes of the link at the receiver side. 

The contents of the layer are conceptual and don’t precise logic blocks but to the extent that designers do 

partition them to match the spec because of increasing high data transfer rates. This layer is also responsible 

for the bit, byte and symbol lock on the link. 
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Fig 12: Phy layer 

As mentioned above the physical layer contains two blocks i.e. Logical and Electrical Block. Below points 

explain the functionality of the blocks. 

Logical Block: 

 
1. Encoding/Decoding/Scrambling 

2. Reset, initialization 

Electrical Block: 

1. Tx and Rx 

2. Clks, PLL and Data Recovery 

3. Low Level Link Power Control (L0, L0s, L1, L2) 
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4. ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH PCIE LINK 

 
PCIe IP provides great mechanism for error handling and logging. This feature provides great debugging 

method to identifying errors associated with the PCIe link, device specific errors and SoC failures which is 

caused by the PCIe IP. 

There are 2 two types of errors associated with the PCIe: 

 
1. Uncorrectable Errors: these errors are further divided into 2 categories i.e., Non – fatal errors which 

are handled by the device software and Fatal errors which are handled by the system software. 

2. Correctable Errors: these errors are handled by hardware itself. 

 
Uncorrectable Non-Fatal errors do not affect the PCIe fabric. PCIe fabric continues to work properly 

without any bug. In these type of errors, the data packet might lost or get corrupted. These type of error 

can’t be fixed by the PCIe hardware. 

Example of uncorrrectabke non-fatal error: 

 

 Unsupported Request 

 

 Unexpected Completion 

 
 Completion Timeout 

 

 Poisoned TLP 

 
Uncorretable Fatal Errors can be corrected by the PCIe link reset as these errors get generated when link 

become unreliable to send the data on the link. 

Example of uncorrectable fatal errors: 

 

 Link Training error 

 
 Malformed TLP 

 

 De Skew Buffer Full 
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Fig 13: Types of PCIe errors 

PCIe errors can be displayed by two methods: 

1. By the Message transaction: which report the error to host.in this message packet there is a code 

field which signify the type of error. 

 

 
 

 

Fig 14: Message Packet 

Above TLP is routed towards the Root Complex. 
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Fig 15: Error Message 

 
2. With the help of Transaction Completion: the acknowledgment packet which receiver send to the 

transmitter also has an error field in the packet. 

 

 
 

 

Fig 16: Completion TLP 

 
All above mentioned errors can be fixed by firmware software/ other patches form phy/BIOS. 
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5. PCIE: LINK TRAINING AND INITIALIZATION 

 
PCIe uses a Link training and initialization mechanism called LTSSM. This LTSSM process is control by 

the Physical layer. Therefore, link should get initialized properly before routing the data packets on the 

PCIe link. This process gets initialized automatically when the platform comes out of the reset. 

PCIe port/link required to go through a series of link training before can be used to transfer or receiving the 

data. 

 

 

 

Fig 17: LTSSM 

 
The above LTSSM process is also followed when link configuration/equalization happens between the 

device and the controller for synchronization to make link stable. This LTSSM link training can also be 

used to recover unstable link to stable link. 
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5.1 Different States of PCIe LTSSM 

 
LTSSM – Detect State 

 
This is the first state of the LTSSM FSM when the link comes out of the reset. When the link comes out of 

the reset it detects whether the other device is present or absent on the other side of the link. Detect state 

can be entered from other states also depending upon the scenario of the link. 

Below figure explains the Detect State: 
 

Fig 18: Link going from Detect to Polling 

 
This is first state where PCIe link enters after the system comes out of the reset. Or, the host reset is executed 

by the software layer of the device/the root port controller. The link can be enter detect state from the 

following state: 

 L2 State 

 Disable State 

 Recovery 

 Polling 

 
LTSSM – Polling State 

 
Polling state is the first state in the process of link Initialization. In this state, training sequence ordered sets 

(TS1 and TS2) gets exchanged between devices i.e. transmitting device and the receiver device. 
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This ordered sets gets exchanged on all the lanes which are present between the devices. These ordered set 

get only exchanged when bit / symbol lock get achieved. 

Below fig explains what happen inside the polling state: 

 

Fig 19: Polling State 

LTSSM – Configuration State 
 

This is the state where the lane number and link number get assigned between the different devices. In this 

state the upstream port (Root Complex) sends the TS1 ordered sets to the downstream device for begin the 

process of link and lane numbering. Once, this is done then TS2 packets get exchanged to determine the 

lane width. 

 

Fig 20: Configuration State 
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LTSSM – L0 State 

L0 state is the active state of the PCIe which means the link is properly established between the devices. 

And, the link is ready to use for the transferring of data between the devices. 

Below is the example when all the parameters get set properly when the link is in L0: 

Work done: 

 
 

Fig 21: L0 

 

5.2 Power States associated with PCIe Link 

 
There are different types of power states associated with the PCIe link as follows: 

 
 L0s: L0s is the low power standby state of the link. Link can be entered in this state whenever it 

detects some idle time on the link by exchanging EIOS ordered sets. In this state both or either TX 

or RX can be in L0s. And, this is the state in which there is no need to tell the higher layer i.e., 

software layer. 

 L1: L1 is the conventional low power state of the PCIe link. This state can be achieved when ASPM 

is enabled. ASPM refers to Automatic State Power Management module which is present on the 

SOC. Here, the link can only be go into L1 when both the TX and RX agrees to go in the low power 

because here we have initimate the higher layer of the device also. And, this intimation is done by 

sending the PM_Request_DLLP from the device to the other device who is sitting at the farther 

end of the link. 

 L1.1 and L1.2: L1.1 and L1.2 is the lowest power substate of the PCIe link. This link state can only 

be achieved when below 2 mentioned conditions are met: 
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o The LTR value of the device should be greater than the LTR threshold value which is 

programmed by the BIOS. 

 

o CLKREQ# should be de-asserted. 

Below are some the captures which are taken by the Protocol analyzer which demonstrates low power 

states: 

 L0s: 

 

 
Fig 22: L0s State 

 
 L1: 

 

 

 

Fig 23: L1 State 
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5.3 PCIe Configuration Register related to LTSSM 

 
This section describes some of the registers which are get configured during the link initialization and 

training of the PCIe link. 

 Link Capability Register 

 

 Link Status Register 

 
 Link Control Register 

 

Link Capability Register 

 
Below fig describes the structure of link capability register. 

 

Fig 24: Link Capability register 

 
Maximum link speed field specifies the maximum speed of a PCIe link which it can provide for data 

transmission. For example: if the field is set to 0010b that means the link set at Gen2 speed. 

Maximum link width field specifies the width of the link. And, this register is updated by hardware when 

the ltssm start from the detect state or it is hard-wired. For example: 010000b: x16 width 

Link Status Register 

 
Below fig describes the structure of link status register. 
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Fig 25 : Link Status Register 

 
Link status register describes the status of the link after the polling state when all the negotiation between 

the controller and the device. 

Link speed field is updated during the polling state on which both the Tx and Rx has agreed upon. 
 

Negotiated Link width field represented the actual width of the link. Example: if controller exhibits x8 and 

device exhibits x4 then the nlw will be x4. 

Link training error field specifies the training errors which can be occurred during link initialization or 

training. Example: if the link gets stuck in any of the LTSSM says(Recovery) then this field will get 

updated. 

Link Control Register 

Below fig describes the structure of link control register. 
 
 

Fig 26: Link Control Register 
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Link Control Register is responsible for the controlling the state of the link like want to disable the link or 

retrain the link at appropriate speed or configuration. 

Link Disable field is both read and write enable. This field is used to disable the link or check if the link is 

enable or disable. 

Retrain Link field this field is very helpful in training the link from any error if it occurred on the link. 
 

Extend Sync field is used for sending the fast training sequence ordered sets (FTS) in L0s state of the link 

following by the SKIPOS in L0. 
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6. SYSTEM POWER STATE AND DEVICE POWER STATE 
 

In the desktop/mobile segment SoC provide several system state and device states in order to save the 

power. Advanced Configuration and Power state (ACPI) provides to save the power. 

ACPI system state varies from S0(full operational state) to S5 (lowest power saving state). The transition 

of system state is totally controlled by the operating system; based on the input given by the user as 

Sleep/Hibernate or enter into low power state when there is inactivity timeout. When the system is in S0 

considered as active operational and when it is in S5 considered as shutdown mode. 

The system can only be transits from S5 to S0 only by the wake event from the OS. All these S- states have 

their different latencies for entry and exit. Below mention items relates the possible link states of PCIe: 

 S0(operational state): this state is the fully operational working state of the system. In this state 

system can enter into low power mode. From here the system can enter C2/3 with the support of 

PCIe IP through the flow credit mechanism. The downstream devices consume the flow credits 

which indicates to BME on the system. Then the control logic of the power management decides 

to go into low power state. 

 S1 Standby State: this state is considered as the stand by state and the entry and exit latency of this 

state is very less. In this state all the clocks and PLLs are on but depending on the system parameters 

devices can go into lower power device state and PCIe link will be in either L1 or L0s state. 

 S3 (Sleep State) and S4 (Hibernate State): S3 is the low latency state of the system. In this state 

only memory contents get saved and other device contents go for a toss. S4 is lowest deep sleep 

state of the system with longest latency of entry/exit flow. In this state all the system contents get 

saved into main memory of the system. All the clocks and PLLs get shutdown except the wake 

logic. The PCIe link can enter into L2 or L3 depending upon the endpoint capability. 

 S5 (Shutdown State): S5 is the complete shutdown state of a system in which no content of the 

system gets saved. This state requires full boot process to wake up. 

Below table explains the relationship between the system and PCIe link state: 
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Fig 27: State and L State 
 

Device Power State 

 
ACPI also specifies the Different Power or D states of the device. Below mentioned points will explain the 

relation between the PCIe link state and Device D state: 

 D0: this state is the full ON state of the device in which it is fully operational. In this state PCIe 

link can be in L0s or in L0. For example, link is configured to go in L0s then ASPM will transit the 

TX, RX of both the side into L0s. The link can go into L1 either through hardware ASPM or by the 

OS make device to go into D1, D2 State. 

 D1, D2: In both D1 or D2 state the PCIe link should be in L1 state. The only difference between 

D1 and D2 state is power saving percentage. D2 save more power than D1. 

 D3: D3 is the lowest deep sleep D state of the device in which device become totally un operational. 

As all the power supply to the device get cut off and it is also known as run time D3 state. And in 

this state the PCIe link will be in L2. And, device can only be exit to D0 by the Wake signal or the 

PERST signal on the PCIe link. 

Below table explains the relationship between the system and PCIe link state: 

 

 
Fig 28: D state and Link State 
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7. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM BASED ON IDENTIFIED RESEARCH 

GAPS 

There are increasingly number of digital/analog/mixed signal circuits in microprocessors and SOCs. A 

major chunk of mixed-signal circuits are high-speed I/O links, including serial buses such as PCIE and 

parallel buses such as DDR. Post-si validation is a major step for any product manufacturing industry who 

is engaged in releasing the products like mobile or desktop into the market. Post-silicon validation of high- 

speed input/output (HSIO) links can be crucial for making a product release qualification. Peripheral 

component interconnect express (PCIe) is a high-performance serial interconnect architecture widely used 

in the computer industry, and one of the most complex HSIO IP. PCIe data rates or throughput increases 

on every new generation. 

PCI-Express (PCIe) is mainstream interface of today’s system of chip which requires high speed data 

transmission with high performance and throughput. It is being used immensely in different applications 

like computer cards, graphic cards, automotive, networking, and industrial and consumer applications. In 

automobile world or automotive applications, PCIe is useful for processing of data coming at a very high 

speed from real-time graphics and video processing. And hence, all these reasons make PCIe as an 

important part of today application. 

Therefore, PCIe IP should be validated in all the possible scenarios like: 

 
1. The link should always be stable and be in L0 State. 

2. The link should work properly even with the power management flows enabled. 

3. The link should work in all operating condition i.e.; it should be independent of process variation 

(PVT). 

Thus, post si validation boundaries have exponentially increased in latest multi-core projects, not only due 

to their complex architecture, but also because the PRQ (Product release Qualification) demands keep 

getting smaller, as measured from first available prototype units until high-volume manufacturing approval. 

CPU validation complexity increases are due to the need to support existing legacy features while adding 

new features like new macro-instructions, new micro-architectural functionality and new power 

management mechanism. 

Therefore, this report gives the solution of this problem that how using these debugging tools in effective 

way leads to good validation in terms of performance and accuracy. 
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8. POST SILICON VALIDATION PARADIGM 

 
Post Silicon Validation Paradigm 

 
Post silicon validation paradigm is a process which is followed for validating the IPs on the soc. And, this 

process is the base on which we will design our validation strategy for an IP which present in the soc. 

The post silicon validation paradigm involves 6 phases such as: 

 
o Power On Ready 

o Power on Exit 

o Volume Validation 

o Tested 

o Proven 

o PRQ Ready 
 
 

Fig29: Phases in Post Silicon Validation 

 

Power on Ready 

 
Power on is a crucial event and very first step in a project towards the feature enablement and validation. 

Power On enables volume deployment of silicon and platform for further detailed validation. Power on 

event helps to bring out early critical issues with silicon and helps to judge the initial health of the silicon. 

Power on Exit 

 
Once Power on scope and schedule is defined. Power on exit criteria (Goals) needs to communicate to all 

the stakeholders by power on lead. Power on exit goals are measured mainly on four vectors i.e., functional, 

stress and stability. 
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Volume Validation 

 
After Power On exit phase then Checkout happens i.e., the volume validation starts by the all stake holders 

that means the SUT remains under test for long no test iteration cycle. 

Tested and Proven 

 
In tested and proven phase we identify no of bugs that are detected and the no of bugs that get fixed in the 

silicon. A report is made by the project owner and to represented to the management. And from this 

efficiency and quality of validation gets measured. 

PRQ Ready 

 
PRQ ready refers to the Production Ready Quality i.e., the quality silicon is ready and can be go into the 

market and can be used by the end user. This silicon is free from all hardware and software bugs. 
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8.1 Tools Used for Execution and Debugging in Post Silicon Functional Validation 

 
The functional validation is carried out by two types of validation i.e. windows based validation and other 

is using the synthetic content. 

Windows based Validation (OSBV) involves some OS based application which run SUT which keep the 

system under test for a long time to find the bugs. The OSBV application that are used for e.g.: SOLAR, 

RW etc. 

SOLAR: This application is used to Sx cycling that means to test PM flows on the RVP and keeps the SUT 

under stress. PM flows involves: warm reset, cold reset and SX cycling such as S3, S4, and S5. 

RW: This is a RW tool which is used to check the device enumeration in the PCIe which gives the 

information about the devices connected to the PCIe slot on the system. This application gives the 

information about the BDF of the device that is connected on the system. 

Synthetic Content Validation refers to the test cases which are written in a high level language like Python. 

This type of content is used to validate the link status, features and registers of the PCIe IP. And, also 

validates the functionality of the IP in low power states. This type of content involves the features like link 

enable/disable, speed change, hot reset etc. And to run this type of content we need hardware probes like 

DCI, XDP which connects on to the system and gives the access to the register of the IP. 

There is another tool called Status Scope Dump which is used to analyze and collect the logs when the 

system gets unexpectedly shut down or getting a blue screen error. Now there are some hardware tools 

which are used for debugging such as: 

TLA: Tektronix Logic Analyzer 

 
This tool used to detect and analyze the link state of the PCIe link and also can be used to measure the 

latencies of the different states of the link. Below fig explains the output window of the TLA. 

 

 

Fig30 : TLA GUI 
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Oscilloscope : this tool is used to measure different voltage signal or the power to the PCIe slot. 

 
And to debug at the traffic level / the packets which are getting exchanged between the Tx and Rx then we 

use Lecroy Protocol analyzer 

 

Fig 31: Lecroy Protocol Analyzer 
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9. Work done, partial simulation/hardware implementation, partial Results 

and Discussion. 

9.1 Overview of work done 

 
In functional validation of PCIe it requires three types of work to do as: 

 
 Implementing PCIe and System validation test cases which have dependency on PCIe. 

 Creating all the end user case scenario before the product got PRQ. 

 Analyzing and debugging of the cases to resolve the bug. 

 All these test cases 

 
9.2 Test cases implemented with OSBV 

 
Scenario 1: To test PCIe devices get enumerated when connect on the SoC/System 

 
Passing Criteria : All the devices should get there unique BDF ( Bus,Device,Function) that means no device 

should get unaddressed. 

To check this scenario we have a tool called Read Write which gives all the information about BDF assigned 

to each device. 

RW Tool: This is an application which is used for verifying the enumeration of the device such as BDF of 

the device and also to verify the device Id. 

Output: : 
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Scenario 2 : To test the link transits properly from low power state to active state(L1 to L0) without 

degrading the quality of link 

Passing Criteria: Link should properly transit without any speed and width drop. 

For this scenario we can use the same above mentioned RW tool to stress the link 

 

 
If you see in above gui of the tool there is one refresh tab. If set the refresh time it will send the Rd 

transaction and the link will go in L0 and after that again it will come in L1 state. This in turn we can check 

the status of the link through synthetic content as below 

Output: 
 
 

 

9.3 Test Cases implemented with Synthetic Content 

 
Synthetic Content: This type of content validates the features of PCIe such as speed change, hardware 

equalization etc. by executing the test cases which are written in a high level language. 

Scenario 1: Speed Change; this test case validates the link is working properly in every Gen speed. 
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Passing Criteria : link should get up in every gen speed without any errors. As, PCIe exhibits previous 

compatibility parameters. 

Test Code: 

 

Output: 

 

TLA Capture: 
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Scenario 2: Hardware Equalization; this test case is used to validate the PCIe link quality with the help of 

pre-set and coefficient values that link should be stable in particular state. This preset and coffecient values 

are given by the electrical validation team. 

Passing Criteria: link should be stable in particular state without any recoveries. 

 
Test Code: 

 

 
Output: 

 

TLA Capture : 
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Scenario 3: Hot Reset; this test case is used to validate because if any reset occur on the link : link should 

come to its operational state. 

Passing Criteria: link should come in L0 (operational state) 

Test Code: 

 
 

Output: 

 

 

 

TLA: 
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10. CONCLUSION 

 
Post Si validation is one of the most important and crucial step in the PRQ of the product into the market. 

As, in this era, there are lot of IPs or peripherals are present on the SoC and also contains complex circuitry 

on the chip. Major chunk of the silicon chip constitutes analog and digital circuits which contains high 

speed input output link interface called PCIe and other parallel links for example DDR. Validation of this 

link interface IPs are very hard to validate as the observability of the signals are very less in the post si 

domain. This thesis proposes functional validation of high speed serial links such as PCIe to improve the 

quality and Performance of the IP in the SoC with the help of correct debug tools. And, also describes the 

systematic approach to validate the IP in a correct way and to meet the market timing constraints. 

10.1 Future Scope 

 
As of now, the golden recipe is needed as a base to validate the IP to improve the quality of the post silicon 

validation. So, that a systematic approach to be deployed and the bugs can be removed easily and we can 

produce a quality product. An automation script / software can be used to analyze the log dumps of test  

cases which are produced by the tools which are used in post silicon like the synthetic and OSBV content 

as in post silicon lot of scenarios comes into the consideration. We can also try to bridge the gaps between 

pre and post silicon with respect to the test case execution content or methodology which can reduce the 

time of verification and validation and also in turn improve the deliverability of the product into the market. 

Therefore, there is a tool which we are using right now to bridge the gap and we have started to go into this 

direction. The tool is called Perspec which is developed by the cadence. Every domain folks can use this 

product be it Pre silicon and Post Silicon just that implementation environment will be different for post 

silicon it will be on actual hardware and for pre silicon it will be on FPGA or emulators. This Perspec tool 

give advantage to simulate same test content and allow to write various types of concurrency test in Pre – 

Silicon or Post Silicon domain. 

Below figure explains usage of Perspec in multiple domain and below points explains the feature of tools. 

 
 Same test case content across domain 

 Debug Scenarios are easy 

 Able to find coverage bugs easy 

 Test randomization content are easy to implement 

 Generates the test report for evey test case in a systematic way. 
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Fig 32: Perspec 

Below flow chart explain the flow of the Perspec tool: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig : Perspec Tool Flow 
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For summarizing above flow chart in below points: 

 
 Model the test case according to IP Spec 

 Create multiple scenario at a time 

 Run same content across different domains 

 Provide additional window for debug 
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